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A �rst sketh is developed of the wealth of opportunity for exploring low x physis

a�orded by the proposed LHeC eletron-nuleon (or nuleus) ollider.

1 Introdution

This ontribution [1℄ is onerned with the LHeC [2℄, a proposed future deep-inelasti sat-

tering (DIS) faility at CERN, where protons or heavy ions from an existing 7 TeV LHC

storage ring ollide with eletrons from a newly built mahine (nominally 70 GeV) in the

same tunnel, simultaneously with proton-proton or heavy ion ollisions at the existing LHC

experiments. The expeted luminosity of 10

33

m

�2

s

�1

is two orders of magnitude larger

than has been ahieved at HERA and the entre of mass energy of 1:4 TeV is �ve times larger

than that at HERA. Here, a �rst exploration is made of the rih physis potential resulting

from the extension by typially a fator of 30 towards lower x at the LHeC ompared with

HERA (�gure 1). Complementary ontributions on sensitivity to parton densities and to

new physis are overed in [3℄ and [4℄, respetively.

Diffractive Kinematics at xIP=0.003
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Figure 1: (a) The low x orner of the x � Q

2

kinemati plane at HERA and the LHeC.

(b) The � �Q

2

kinemati plane for di�rative DIS at HERA and the LHeC for an example

x

IP

= 0:003. () Simulated DVCS events at the LHeC, illustrated in the x �Q

2

kinemati

plane and ompared with the overage of HERA [5℄.

The most enduring legay of HERA is likely to be its pioneering ontribution to low

x physis. Most notable among the many disoveries are the strong rise of the proton

quark (� F

2

) and gluon (� �F

2

=� lnQ

2

) densities with dereasing x. The phenomenologial

onsequenes of the resulting high density, low oupling limit of QCD have now been explored

in onsiderable detail. New proesses suh as di�rative DIS (ep! eXp) and Deeply Virtual

Compton Sattering (DVCS, ep! ep) have been investigated for the �rst time. Yet many

things remain rather unlear, in partiular how and at whih x values the inreasing gluon

density is tamed, as required to satisfy unitarity.
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A signi�ant problem in understanding low x physis at HERA is the kinemati orre-

lation between the low x and low Q

2

regions (�gure 1a), suh that any novel low x parton

dynamis are usually entangled with e�ets due to the low Q

2

breakdown of perturbative

QCD and the transition to the region in whih quarks and gluons ease to be appropriate

degrees of freedom. In order to aess the very low x region where non-linear e�ets may

be present [6℄, Q

2

values well below typial hadroni mass sales are therefore required at

HERA, preluding a lear partoni interpretation. In ontrast, it is likely to be possible

a

to observe non-linear evolution e�ets at the LHeC at Q

2

values for whih an unambiguous

partoni interpretation an be made (see setion 3).

2 Low x Detetor Considerations

The lower limit in aessible Q

2

, and hene in x, is determined prinipally by the LHeC

detetor overage at low eletron sattering angles. The proposed beam fousing magnets

[2℄, used to maximise the luminosity for searhes and other high momentum transfer studies

[4℄, would prevent instrumentation within 10

Æ

of the beam-pipe, resulting in little aeptane

for Q

2

< 100 GeV

2

or x < 5:10

�5

. Without these fousing magnets

b

the aeptane ould

extend within 1

Æ

of the beam-pipe, giving aess down to x = 5:10

�7

at Q

2

= 1 GeV

2

,

whilst still olleting 1 fb

�1

of data per year.

With the LHeC beam energies, the sattered quark diretion generally lies lose to entral

rapidity for the newly aessed lowest x range. However, the LHeC hadroni �nal state is

boosted in the forward (outgoing proton beam) diretion more strongly than is the ase at

HERA for the same x values. Plaing detetor omponents within 1

Æ

of the beam pipe is

thus also bene�ial in the forward diretion. Aessing the hadroni �nal state over a wide

rapidity range allows the inlusion of hadroni variables in the kinemati reonstrution and

will be important for studies of the initial state parton asade through forward jets, to

distinguish between di�erent parton emission models [8℄. The large forward boost also has

impliations for studies of di�ration. A di�rative event with frational proton longitudinal

momentum loss x

IP

= 0:01 typially deposits its most forward hadroni �nal state partiles

at pseudorapidities �

max

� 5 at the LHeC, ompared with �

max

� 3 at HERA. Very forward

instrumentation will therefore be required if large rapidity gap seletions are to be made.

Forward proton and neutron detetors should also be an integral part of any detetor design.

3 Example Low x Case Studies

� Inlusive Cross Setions and Parton Saturation: It is expeted that parton sat-

uration e�ets ould be onlusively established at the LHeC through the observation of

deviations from expetations for one or more observable in the framework of perturbative

QCD. However, in suh studies at HERA, models based on olour dipole sattering [6, 9, 10℄

have been used in order to aess the neessary very low Q

2

values.

In one example dipole study of HERA data [9℄, the inlusive struture funtion F

2

(x;Q

2

)

is subjeted to �ts in whih the dipole ross setion either does not exhibit saturation

a

Quantitatively, in the language of geometri saling [7℄, the observed hange in behaviour of the saling

urve for HERA data around � = Q

2

R

2

0

(x) = 1, R

0

being the `saturation radius' [6℄, is often onsidered as

evidene for saturation. At HERA, all data with � < 1 orrespond to Q

2

� 1 GeV

2

. In ontrast, at the

LHeC, � ' 0:15 (0:4) is reahed for Q

2

= 1 (2) GeV

2

.

b

Ideally the LHeC design will allow swithes between on�gurations with and without these magnets.
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properties, or saturates as expeted in two rather di�erent models [9, 10℄. All three dipole

�ts are able to desribe the HERA data adequately in the perturbative region Q

2

� 2 GeV

2

,

whereas a lear preferene for the models ontaining saturation e�ets beomes evident when

data from the range 0:045 < Q

2

< 1 GeV

2

are added [9℄. Due to the non-perturbative nature

of this kinemati region, there is no lear interpretation in terms of parton reombination

e�ets. Similar onlusions are drawn when the same dipole ross setions are applied to

various �nal state observables [11℄.

Figure 2: Example results from �ts to HERA

F

2

data with 10

�4

<

�

x < 10

�2

using three dif-

ferent dipole models. The urves are extrapo-

lated to lower x values [12℄ and ompared with

simulated LHeC data.

Figure 2 shows an extrapolation of the

three dipole models [9℄ into the LHeC kine-

mati range at an example Q

2

= 10 GeV

2

.

The extrapolations are ompared with a

simulated LHeC measurement with 1 fb

�1

,

where statistial errors are negligible and

reasonable estimates of systemati errors

are at the 1� 3% level [3℄. The LHeC data

learly distinguish between the extrapolated

�ts to HERA data without resorting to a

region where perturbative methods are in-

appliable. It remains to be shown whether

this ontinues to be the ase when the LHeC

data are also inluded in the �ts.

� Di�rative DIS: Statistial unertain-

ties should be insigni�ant for the measure-

ment of a di�rative DIS ross setion with

1 fb

�1

at the LHeC. Systemati errors are

estimated to be in the region of 5 � 10%,

depending strongly on the design of the for-

ward region of the detetor. At an example

Q

2

= 10 GeV

2

, x

IP

values below 10

�5

are aessible, allowing a very lean separation of

the di�rative exhange from sub-leading ontributions. The � = x=x

IP

and Q

2

kinemati

plane at HERA and the LHeC is illustrated in �gure 1b, for an example x

IP

= 0:003. A-

essing higher Q

2

at �xed � and x

IP

will test the fatorisation properties of di�ration [13℄

in detail and will allow more preise onstraints on di�rative parton distribution funtions

(DPDFs), inluding sensitivity to their avour deomposition through W and Z exhange

ontributions. The low � region of the DPDFs will be investigated for the �rst time.

The tests of di�rative fatorisation arried out at HERA have largely involved applying

DPDFs to the predition of di�rative jet or harm ross setions, whih are sensitive to

the gluon density through the boson gluon fusion proess 

�

g ! q�q. This proedure is

kinematially restrited to p

?

< M

X

=2

<

�

15 GeV, suh that the large sale unertainties

in theoretial preditions now limit the preision of omparisons. The more favourable

kinematis at the LHeC allow M

X

values up to several hundred GeV to be aessed for

reasonably small values of x

IP

. This will improve the preision with whih jets and harm

an be used for fatorisation tests and will also open up ompletely new topis suh as

di�rative beauty, W and Z prodution, or even the exlusive prodution of new 1

��

states.
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� Deeply Virtual Compton Sattering As at HERA, measurements of DVCS ould

be made at the LHeC through the inlusive seletion of ep! ep events and the statistial

subtration of the Bethe-Heitler bakground. A �rst simulation [5℄ assuming that �nal state

photons with p

?

> 5 GeV an be eÆiently seleted, leads to the simulated data shown in

�gure 1. With 10 fb

�1

, a measurement at Q

2

= 30 GeV

2

ould be performed in seven bins

of W between 150 GeV and 750 GeV, with 1 � 4% statistial preision. The LHeC data

are learly omplementary in overage to their HERA ounterparts and will thus give fresh

information on Generalised Parton Densities.

4 Conluding Remarks

The natural next step in the further pursuit of low x physis with unpolarised hadrons is

an extension of DIS studies to higher energy, equivalently, lower x. The LHeC provides

a redible proposal for how this might be ahieved in the framework of the LHC, whose

unpreedented energy and luminosity are likely to make it the dominant high energy faility

for the foreseeable future.

The studies presented here involve only a small fration of the low x physis topis whih

ould be addressed with the LHeC. For example, no studies have yet been performed of jet,

harm, beauty, prompt photon or vetotr meson ross setions, F

L

measurements or photon

struture sensitivity. The possibilities with the ampli�ed low x parton densities available

when the proton beam is replaed by lead ions also remains largely unexplored to date, but

must surely have a major impat on nulear parton density, nulear shadowing and low x

saturation physis. There is thus vast sope for further study in order to fully evaluate the

physis possibilities of an LHeC.
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